Year 6

Address: Boreatton Park House,
Baschurch,
Shrewsbury,
Shropshire.
SY4 2BA

Interesting fact: Boreatton park is a calendar house. There are:
365 windows = days in a year
52 rooms = weeks in a year
12 chimneys = months in a year
7 external doors = days in a week
4 wings = seasons of the year / weeks in a month

Wednesday 19th - Friday 21st September 2018
Suggested packing list for PGL

Bedding - sleeping bag and pillow
Night wear (slippers/flip flops)
Change of underwear for 3 / 4 days
Toiletry bag and contents
2 large towels (1 for wet activities and 1 for showering)
2/3 old sweatshirts or fleeces
2/3 shirts /tops
1 long sleeved t shirt /top
A pair of shorts (knee length essential)
1 pair of strong, loose fitting trousers/ tracksuit bottoms
3 pairs of socks (including thicker pair)
1 pairs of trainers for dry wear (only non-marking soles allowed in sports halls)
1 pair of very old trainers for water shoes for wet/muddy activities (No Crocs or flip-flops are allowed for this)
Waterproof jacket (and waterproof trousers are better for wet activities)
1 or more complete change of clothes for the evenings
Named bin liners for damp and wet clothes (not black as they can be mistaken for rubbish bags)
A rucksack big enough for a change of clothes, towel and wash bag to fit in

Sun hat
Small torch
Small back pack
Refillable drinking water bottle
Medication - including spare inhalers.
Optional money - £5.00 max
No electronics needed.
Luggage labels will be provided
A small packet of sweets—optional

Information

- July 2017 - medical forms will be sent out to Parents
- Tuesday 11th September - medical forms to be returned.
- Week 1 in September - dorms will be chosen and sent to PGL.
- Week 1 in September - drop in session after school for any questions.
- Wednesday 20th September - medication needs to be handed in to me on or before this date. This needs to be given to me in named plastic bag with clear instructions and dosage marked.
- Leave school on Wednesday 19th September at approx. 9.30am.
- Arrive back at school on Friday 21st September approx. 4pm- traffic permitting.